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Abstract

During the past decades, the development of laser technology has produced

pulses with increasingly higher peak intensities. These can now be made such

that their strength rivals, and even exceeds, the atomic potential at the typical

distance of an electron from the nucleus. To understand the induced dynamics,

one can not rely on perturbative methods and must instead try to get as close

to the full machinery of quantum mechanics as practically possible. With in-

creasing field strength, many exotic interactions such as magnetic, relativistic

and higher order electric effects may start to play a significant role. To keep a

problem tractable, only those effects that play a non-negligible role should be

accounted for. In order to do this, a clear notion of their relative importance as

a function of the pulse properties is needed.

In this thesis I study the interaction between atomic hydrogen and super-intense

laser pulses, with the specific aim to contribute to the knowledge of the relative

importance of different effects. I solve the time-dependent Schrödinger and

Dirac equations, and compare the results to reveal relativistic effects. High

order electromagnetic multipole effects are accounted for by including spatial

variation in the laser pulse.

The interaction is first described using minimal coupling. The spatial part

of the pulse is accounted for by a series expansion of the vector potential

and convergence with respect to the number of expansion terms is carefully

checked. A significantly higher demand on the spatial description is found in

the relativistic case, and its origin is explained. As a response to this demand-

ing convergence behavior, an alternative interaction form for the relativistic

case has been developed and presented.

As a guide mark for relativistic effects, I use the classical concept of quiver

velocity, vquiv, which is the cycle-averaged velocity of a free electron induced

by a monochromatic laser. Relativistic effects are expected when vquiv reaches

a substantial fraction of the speed of light, c, and in this thesis I consider cases

up to vquiv = 0.19c. For the present cases, relativistic effects are found to

emerge around vquiv = 0.16c.





Sammanfattning

År 1960 blev Theodore Maiman den första att lyckas konstruera en fungeran-

de laser. Det var på den tiden ingen självklarhet att lasern skulle vara särskilt

användbar men i dagsläget är det nästintill omöjligt att överskatta dess värde

med tillämpningar inom industri, teknik, medicin och vetenskap. De senaste

åren har utvecklingen av laserteknologin gjort det möjligt att skapa laserpulser

så korta att de kan användas för att studera elektronrörelse i atomära och mo-

lekylära system, vilket medför möjligheten att utöka förståelsen för kemiska

reaktioner. Med denna utveckling har pulserna också blivit allt starkare och

kan inom de närmaste åren nå en intensitet av 1024 W/cm2 vid anläggningen

Extreme Light Infrastucture (ELI) Beamlines. Så extrema laserpulser har ald-

rig tidigare skapats och förhoppningarna om studier av exotiska fenomen inom

laser-plasma fysik och partikelacceleration med hjälp av laserpulser är höga.

Det sistnämnda skulle exempelvis kunna ha viktiga medicinska tillämpningar.

För att förstå fysiken som äger rum under så extrema förhållanden krävs en

insikt i ljus-materia-växelverkan beskriven av fullskalig relativistisk kvantme-

kanik. Den rörelseekvation som då måste lösas är den tidsberoende Dirac-

ekvationen med både elektriska och magnetiska effekter inkluderade. Detta är

ett oerhört svårt problem att lösa, vilket den förhållandevis tunna litteraturen

vittnar om.

Under detta avhandlingsarbete har en metod att göra just detta utvecklats,

dels i form av ett unikt datorprogram som kombinerar avancerade kvantmeka-

niska och beräkningstekniska metoder, och dels i form av en ny matematisk in-

teraktionsbeskrivning som visar överlägsna numeriska egenskaper. Med hjälp

av dessa bitar kan nu de tunga simuleringar som saknats utföras, för att bidra

med kunskap om ljus-materia-interaktion inom den relativistiska regimen.

Initiala data som tagits fram indikerar att relativistiska effekter kan spela en

viktig roll vid lägre styrkor på laserpulsen än förutspått av klassisk fysik, vilken

ofta ligger till grund för många av de teorier som används inom extrem ljus-

materia-växelverkan. Det är därför viktigt att noggrant undersöka detta med de

kompletterande kvantmekaniska simuleringar som nu blivit tillgängliga.
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1. Introduction

A key concept in natural sciences is that objects, be it physical or conceptual,

can be decomposed into combinations of smaller objects which we may call

basis elements. Analyzing these elements often provides a deeper understand-

ing of the large object, that otherwise might have been hard to obtain. Many

technological applications in medical sciences, engineering sciences and ev-

eryday life depend on the understanding of complicated chemical interactions

on a molecular and atomic level.

Atomic systems consist of a heavy core surrounded by electrons and since

most chemical reactions involve a rearrangement of these electrons, a full un-

derstanding of electronic interactions is a key to many unresolved questions. In

principle, the interactions are dictated by the rules of quantum mechanics, and

as such the equations of motion can often be formulated. However, very few

of these can be solved in an exact manner and as such we must search for ways

to approximate the equations without compromising the true physics. This can

only be achieved by the combined efforts of theoretical and experimental work.

From the experimental point of view, laser technology has developed tremen-

dously during the last decades and is now at a point where so called attosecond

pulses can be produced. These have a duration in the order of hundred attosec-

onds (1 as = 10−18 seconds) or lower, which coincides with the atomic time

scale estimated by;

Tscale ∼ h̄
ΔE

→ Tatom ∼ 10−16 s, (1.1)

where ΔE denotes the typical energy difference between atomic states. Thus,

experiments can now be made to monitor electronic motion in atomic sys-

tems [1].

Another opportunity, also made available during the past years, is to use laser

pulses strong enough to not only monitor the motion but also dominate it. This

happens when the laser peak intensity approaches a considerable fraction of;

I ∼ 3.5 ·1016W/cm2, (1.2)
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which will give rise to an oscillatory motion. The electron will make its largest

excursion, called quiver radius, in the z direction with the peak velocity given

by the quiver velocity;

vquiv =
e
m

E0

ω
, (1.5)

where E0 is the peak electric field strength. An important quantity closely

related to this is the ponderomotive energy, which is the time-averaged kinetic

energy of the electron:

Up =
e2

2mcε0

I
ω2

=
e2

4m
E2

0

ω2
. (1.6)

The ponderomotive energy is frequently used within laser-matter physics to

distinguish regimes for different processes. An important example is the Keldysh

parameter;

γ =

√
Ip

2Up
, (1.7)

where Ip is the ionization potential of the target. The Keldysh parameter is for

instance used to indicate if ionization is primarily caused by tunnel ionization

(γ << 1) or multi-photon ionization (γ >> 1). Many of the theoretical models

for laser-matter interaction in use today are in some way based on the original

paper by Keldysh [2].

Solving the equation of motion with the accelerating force given by Eq. (1.4)

reveals motion in the polarization and propagation direction of the plane wave.

This is thoroughly discussed for a free electron that is initially at rest in Ref. [3].

In the polarization direction, the net displacement averaged over a cycle is

found to be zero. However, in the propagation direction of the plane wave

there is a non-zero net displacement caused by the magnetic field. A physi-

cal explanation of this drift is a momentum transfer from the plane wave to

the electron, and this transfer turns out to play a major role in the quantum

mechanical interaction, as will later be seen.

One would expect magnetic effects to be important when this drift is

about 1 Bohr, which we now adopt as a threshold for magnetic effects. Sim-

ilarly, relativistic effects should be expected when the kinetic energy of the

electron approaches a substantial fraction of the rest mass energy mc2. Ref. [4]

states that these effects are significant when Up ≈ 0.05mc2 for a free electron

interacting with a plane wave, and in this thesis half of this value will be used

as an initial estimate for when these effects become important.
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Based on these estimates, Fig. 1.2 presents the combinations of intensities

and frequencies of the monochromatic plane wave that should produce non-

negligible magnetic and/or relativistic effects.
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Figure 1.2: Intensity as a function of central frequency ω for the limits where

magnetic (blue line) and relativistic (green line) effects become important. The

estimates are based on: i) magnetic drift is about a0 and ii) the ponderomotive
energy is about Up ≈ 0.025mc2. Note that two sets of units are presented, where

a.u. stands for atomic units (defined in Appendix A).

The blue line in Figure 1.2 shows the combinations of intensity and field fre-

quency that necessitate the magnetic part in Eq. (1.4) while the green line de-

notes the combinations where relativistic effects should be important. Note

that for high enough frequencies, the estimates in Figure 1.2 predict relativis-

tic effects to become important faster than magnetic effects as a function of the

intensity of the field. Below both these lines, the interaction should be suffi-

ciently described by the electric part in Eq. (1.4) alone, which corresponds to

electric dipole interaction.

For the simulations presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis, the following values

are the classical estimates for when relativistic and magnetic effects become
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important;

Relativistic effects: vquiv ≈ 0.3c,

Magnetic effects: vquiv ≈
√

a0ωc≈ 0.15c, (1.8)

where on the last line the expression for the magnetic drift from Ref. [3] has

been used together with ω = 3.5 a.u., which is the frequency used in Chapter 5.

1.2 Towards a quantum estimate of the relativistic domain

Although the experimental field strengths applied to study atomic and molecu-

lar systems are perhaps not quite at the limit of non-relativistic physics, pulses

with peak intensities as high as I ∼ 1022W/cm2 have been reported [5]. The

intensity profile of the beam was well described by a Gaussian shape curve

centered at roughly 1.52 eV, placing it well into the relativistic regime depicted

by Fig. 1.2. Currently, the Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) Beamlines fa-

cility [6] is in its final preparatory stage with the first user operated experi-

ments scheduled in 2018. ELI will, among many other applications, provide

the possibilities to study high-field experimental physics in the ultra-relativistic

regime with intensities of the order I ∼ 1024W/cm2 and particle acceleration

by lasers pulses. In a recent review, Ref. [7] discusses different mechanisms

by which such a process can occur. One of these is radiation pressure accel-
eration which builds on momentum transfer from the pulse in its propagation

direction - in analogy with the discussion in the previous section.

The possibilities to perform ultra-high intensity experiments in the near

future motivates a thorough theoretical study within the relativistic regime of

laser-matter interaction. There exist some prior theoretical work [8–13] but

due to the challenging nature of the problems at study some simplification, ei-

ther of the system, interaction or pulse type, tend to be used.

In this thesis, the fully relativistic time dependent Dirac equation (TDDE) is

solved for high order multipoles of the electromagnetic interaction. Except for

a recent publication by Ivanov [14], the work presented in this thesis is to my

knowledge unique in its capability to include realistic pulse types and higher

order multipole effects simultaneously. During its development, important in-

sights into the TDDE were obtained and this text is intended to present them in

detail. For the parameters chosen, as will be shown, relativistic effects emerge

at lower values of vquiv than given by the classical estimate.
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2. The hydrogen atom

The solution to many problems can be precisely formulated, i.e expressed in

terms of physical laws, but few of them can be solved without making approx-

imations. Among these, the one-electron system is an important example. It

is of fundamental importance since the electronic structure can be solved ex-

actly and computational demand can be kept within the boundary of current

resources. For this reason, one-electronic 3D-simulations are often used to aid

development of tools and methods to solve multi-electron problems.

The problem can be formulated in the language of quantum mechanics,

in which a system is characterized by its state |Ψ(t)〉 and in particular by its

wave function Ψ(r, t) = 〈r|Ψ(t)〉 if the system is expressed in the coordinate

space basis. The evolution of the wave function is governed by the equation of

motion

ih̄
∂Ψ(r, t)

∂ t
= Ĥ(t)Ψ(r, t) (2.1)

where the Hamiltonian Ĥ(t) contains all operators associated with energy.

Broadly speaking, this thesis is all about solving Eq. (2.1) using different

Hamiltonians and in particular the relativistic Dirac Hamiltonian.

At any point in time, the set of eigenfunctions {Φ(r, ta)} of Ĥ(ta) spans the

Hilbert space of Ψ(r, tb), for any ta and tb, and may be used as a basis. This

is the approach taken in this work and will be elaborated on in subsequent

sections.

In the next section we will go through the numerical implementation of

the studied problem. Throughout this thesis we will assume that the one-

electron system used is hydrogen and that the potential from the core is de-

scribed by the Coulomb potential, V (r) = e
4πε0r .

2.1 The time-dependent Schrödinger equation

The time-dependent Schrödinger Hamiltonian has the following form;

ĤTDSE(t) =
(p+ eA(r, t))2

2m
− e2

4πε0r
, (2.2)
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where A(r, t) is the vector potential of the interacting laser pulse. The ba-

sis chosen for the time-dependent wave function is the set of eigenfunctions

{Φ(r,θ ,φ)} of the time-independent Hamiltonian, thoroughly discussed in

Appendix B. These have the form;

Φ(r,θ ,φ) =
P(r)

r
Y (θ ,φ), (2.3)

where P(r) is the solution to the radial differential equation (B.7) while Y (θ ,φ)
is the solution to the angular differential equation (B.8). The solutions are

analytically known but for efficiency reasons it is sometimes better to use a

numerical representation, either fully or in part.

2.1.1 Numerical implementation

A key point in order to minimize the computational demand lies in choosing

an efficient simulation space, which needs to include all features necessary for

the problem under study but should omit the obsolete parts. For instance, even

though the formal boundary conditions on the time-dependent wave function

(for finite time t) are;

rΨ(r = 0, t) = P(r = 0, t) = 0 and Ψ(r→ ∞, t)→ 0, (2.4)

the interaction of an initially localized electron with a finite pulse should be

negligible far away from the initial location. In other words, there should exist

a value r = Rmax such that;

Ψ(r→ Rmax, t)≈ 0, (2.5)

to a desired accuracy during the simulation. Employing this boundary condi-

tion is sometimes referred to as making calculations inside a box and enables

a numerical solution of the radial equation Eq. (B.7) that is limiting the size of

the problem. Directly in relation to this is also the representation of the con-

tinuous coordinate r. If discretized, it must have a level of detail fine enough

to represent the physical interaction that takes place.

One efficient method that is popular in the field of atomic and molecular

physics [15] is to expand the eigenfunction in so called B-spline functions [16]:

P(r) = ∑
i

ciBk
i (r). (2.6)

The coordinate axis can then be discretized with different lengths between the

points, also known as knot points. The B-spline functions are continuous poly-

nomials locally defined between a certain number of these points, and the flex-

ibility of adapting the density of knot points allows the user to minimize the
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computational demand. When employing this method, as has been done in this

thesis, the differential equation (B.7) is transformed into a matrix eigenvalue

problem which can be solved by using robust mathematical libraries such as

LAPACK [17]. For the interested reader, details on B-splines and how to set

up the eigenvalue problem are given in Appendix C.

In this combined numerical and analytical implementation, each eigenfunction

is a product of a numerical radial function and an analytical angular function,

known as a spherical harmonic:

Φnlm(r) =
Pnl(r)

r
Y l

m(θ ,φ). (2.7)

Here, n indicates an index in the radial basis while l is the orbital angular

momentum and m its projection number. The corresponding eigenvalues, En,

belong to both bound states and (pseudo) continuum states that fit inside the

simulation space. As previously mentioned, the simulation space must be large

enough to incorporate the physical process. In practice, this is done by choos-

ing a large enough box (Rmax), short enough distance dr between points on the

r axis and enough number of spherical harmonics Y l
m(θ ,φ) for the laser-matter

interaction to converge. The specific parameters used for the data in this Thesis

is presented in Chapter 5.

The same method is used for the relativistic wave function, but before present-

ing the corresponding implementation it is instructive to consider spin.

2.2 Spin

The famous Stern-Gerlach experiment (see i.e. Chapter 1 of Ref. [18]), showed

that atoms with zero orbital angular momentum (l = 0) carry a magnetic mo-

ment. The origin of this is the electronic spin which is an angular momentum

not associated with spatial motion.

The spin magnetic moment has the form (see i.e. chapter 6 in Ref. [19]);

μμμ ∝ σσσ , (2.8)

where σσσ = (σx,σy,σz) is a vector containing the Pauli matrices. Taking this

magnetic moment into account, the Hamiltonian for an electron interacting

with an external potential A is;

ĤPauli =
(p+ eA)2

2m
−μμμ ·B− e2

4πε0r
, (2.9)
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where B is the magnetic field. This Hamiltonian is also known as the Pauli

Hamiltonian and is the same as the Schrödinger Hamiltonian (2.2) except the

magnetic moment interaction term. Due to this term, the Hilbert space is now

expanded to twice the size and the general wave function is expressed in the

following way;

Ψ(r,s) = ∑
i

ciψi(r)⊗
(

a
b

)
i
, (2.10)

where the column vector has two components, reflecting the degree of freedom

of a spin−1
2

system.

As seen from this discussion, the existence of spin is not predicted by non-

relativistic quantum mechanics. By assuming that it does exist, the interaction

term -μμμ ·B can be added to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.9). However, in rela-

tivistic quantum mechanics it is inherently a part of the Dirac Hamiltonian as

will be seen in the next section.

2.3 The relativistic Dirac equation

Recall that the Schrödinger equation (using p2 =−h̄2∇2 and omitting the po-

tential term for brevity):

ih̄
∂Ψ(r, t)

∂ t
=− h̄2

2m
∇2Ψ(r, t) (2.11)

is a differential equation of first order in time but second order in the spatial

coordinates. As such, it is incompatible with the theory of special relativity.

(This also applies to the Pauli equation). The following paragraphs, using

the same approach as used in Dirac’s original paper [20], are dedicated to the

derivation of the Dirac equation.

In the theory of special relativity, the energy of a free particle is given by:

Erel =
√

c2 p2 +m2c4 (2.12)

which turned into operator form gives:

ih̄
∂Ψ(r, t)

∂ t
=

√
−c2h̄2∇2 +m2c4Ψ(r, t) . (2.13)

Eq. (2.13) is called the square-root Klein Gordon equation. It cannot be an

acceptable description of nature; it gives purely scalar wave functions (which

is incompatible with spin) and is nonlocal in the sense that a local change im-

mediately affects the wave function everywhere. However, despite these flaws
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it is conceptually important since just a slightly different route leads to the ac-

cepted Dirac equation.

For simplicity, consider the one-dimensional case. Dirac made the ansatz that

the relativistic energy Eq. (2.12) could be written in a linear form;

Ematrix =αααcp+βββmc2, (2.14)

if ααα,βββ are assumed to be square matrices with constant matrix elements. If

this is the case one must require:

E2
matrix = E2

rel III2 (2.15)

(
αααcp+βββmc2

)2
= (c2 p2 +m2c4) III2 (2.16)

ααα2c2 p2 +αααβββmc3 p+βββαααmc3 p+βββ 2m2c4 = (c2 p2 +m2c4) III2. (2.17)

where III2 denotes the unit matrix for (2× 2)-matrices. From Eq. (2.17) we

obtain two conditions:

ααα2 = βββ 2 = III2, (2.18)

αααβββ =−βββααα. (2.19)

Finally, the condition of hermiticity must be put on both ααα and βββ in order to

obtain a Hermitian Hamiltonian. The Pauli matrices fulfill all these require-

ments, which means that in one dimension, say x, the Dirac Hamiltonian could

be cast on the form;

ĤD(x) = σxcp+σzmc2 =

(
mc2 cp
cp −mc2

)
, (2.20)

in the basis where σz is diagonal.

Generalization to higher dimensions requires some care since one ααα-matrix

per spatial dimension will be needed, necessitating four matrices for three spa-

tial dimensions. A problem now arises - it is impossible to find four (2× 2)-
matrices that fulfill all criteria above. To solve this, one must use (4× 4)-
matrices1 instead. Then, one possibility (of many) is;

ααα i =

(
02 σi

σi 02

)
, i = x,y,z βββ =

(
I2 02

02 −I2

)
, (2.21)

1The dimension must be even, see for instance p.120 of Ref. [21].
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where 02 is the (2× 2) zero matrix. Using Eq. (2.21), the 3D Dirac Hamilto-

nian can be expressed as;

ĤD = cααα ·p− e2

4πε0r
I4 +mc2βββ . (2.22)

The spectrum of ĤD is split into two subsets, one unbounded from above (as

the non-relativistic case) and one unbounded from below, leading to contin-

uum states that have both positive and negative energy. States corresponding

to the former subset are referred to as positive energy states (PES) while states

corresponding to the latter are commonly called negative energy states (NES).

The eigenfunctions must have four components, and for the bound states they

are of the form (see section 3.8 of Ref. [22]);

ψnκ jm j(r) =
1

r

(
Pnκ(r)Xκ jm j

iQnκ(r)X-κ jm j

)
, (2.23)

where Pnκ(r),Qnκ(r) are purely radial functions while Xκ jm contains the spin-

angular dependence. j is the total angular momentum;

j = l+ s→ j = l± 1

2
, m j =− j,− j+1, . . . , j, (2.24)

and κ is defined as:

κ ≡
{

l, j = l− 1
2
,

−(l +1), j = l + 1
2
.

(2.25)

The spin-angular states are given by;

Xκ jm = ∑
ms,ml

〈l,ml;s,ms| j,m〉Y l
ml
(θ ,φ)χms , (2.26)

where Y l
ml
(θ ,φ) is a spherical harmonic (encountered in section 2.3.1) and

〈l,ml;s,ms| j,m〉 is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.

The spinor is given in the basis where σz is diagonal and thus:

χ1/2 =

(
1

0

)
χ-1/2 =

(
0

1

)
. (2.27)

The radial functions are coupled through the differential equations (Section 3.8

in Ref. [22]):
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−h̄c
(

d
dr
− κ

r

)
Q =

(
E− e2

4πε0r
−mc2

)
P (2.28)

h̄c
(

d
dr

+
κ
r

)
P =

(
E− e2

4πε0r
+mc2

)
Q (2.29)

which must be solved to find the allowed eigenvalues E and the two radial

functions P,Q of ĤD. Just as in Section 2.1.1, a numerical method is desired

but this time one must be cautious. Unlike Eq. (B.7), the two equations above

carry a potential problem when numerically solved.

As demonstrated in early work by Drake and Goldman [23], incorrect (spuri-
ous) states may appear when solving a discretized version of the Dirac equa-

tion. The reason, explained in a nice and concise way by Ref. [24], is due to

variational collapse and stems from the discretization process itself. Fortu-

nately there exist ways to avoid these spurious states.

One such way, developed by Froese-Fischer and Zatsarinny, is a stable B-

spline approach for the Dirac equation [25]. It builds on two separate B-spline

expansions;

P(r) = ∑
i

aiB
k1
i (r) Q(r) = ∑

j
b jB

k2
j (r), (2.30)

where k1 and k2 denote the order of the B-splines. The combination k1 =
k2 produces spurious states while k1 = k2± 1 gives a clean spectrum without

them. The interested reader is referred to Appendix C.2 for practical details on

the B-spline method for the Dirac equation.

Just like the non-relativistic case, with a numerical implementation for

the Dirac equation all eigenstates are now expressed on the form of Eq. (2.23)

where n is an index in the numerical basis.

2.3.1 Numerical spectrum and spurious states

The numerical spectrum of the Dirac Hamiltonian is divided into two sets:

E ∈ [−|Emin|,−mc2)∪ (mc2 +Eg,Emax] (2.31)

where Eg is the ground state, Emin the minimum and Emax the maximum en-

ergy, respectively. In order to compare it to the non-relativistic spectrum;

Enrel ∈ [Eg−nrel,Emax−nrel], (2.32)
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values from the analytically known formula (Section 3.8 in Ref. [22]):

En j−mc2 =
mc2√

1+
[
c2

(
n− j−1/2+

√
( j+1/2)2−1/c2

)]−1
−mc2.

(2.33)

j n "Exact" k1 = 7 & k2 = 8 k1 = 8 & k2 = 8

1/2 2 -0.1250020802 -0.1250020802 -0.5000066566

1/2 3 -0.0555562952 -0.0555562952 -0.1250020802

1/2 4 -0.0312503380 -0.0312503380 -0.0555562952

1/2 5 -0.0200001811 -0.0200001811 -0.0312503380

Table 2.1: The four lowest eigenvalues belonging to the positive energy spectrum

for the state κ = 1, j = 1/2. When using k1 = k2, the lowest eigenvalue in the

positive set is identical to the ground state for which κ = -1, j = 1/2,n = 1. This

spurious eigenvalue is the result of the variational collapse, as mentioned in the

text above.

Marked in red is the incorrect energy due to the numerical implementation

when k1 = k2. For κ = 1, the lowest eigenvalue belonging to the positive en-

ergy spectrum is identical to the corresponding value for κ = -1. This happens

for all κ > 0; a spurious state appears from the lowest positive energy belong-

ing to the symmetry -κ .

It is now interesting to look at the relativistic eigenfunctions:

ψnκ jm j(r) =
1

r

(
Pnκ(r)Xκ jm j

iQnκ(r)X-κ jm j

)
.

Using Eq. (2.25), one can transform the value of κ to a combination of l and j
as shown in Table 2.2.
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Lastly, a comment on the relativistic boundary conditions employed is in order.

In the non-relativistic case, Eq. (2.4), it was assumed that Pnl(0) = Pnl(Rmax) =
0. For the relativistic eigenfunction, containing two radial components, there

are several combinations of boundary conditions one could use (see Refs. [25;

26] for thorough discussions). In this work the following boundary conditions

are used:

P(0) = P(Rmax) = 0 (2.34)

Q(0) = Q(Rmax) = 0. (2.35)

These boundary conditions have not given any problems in combination with

the relation k1 = k2−1, which has been exclusively used in the simulations for

the material in this thesis.

With the method of computing the simulation space presented, it is now possi-

ble to discuss how interaction with an external field is incorporated.
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3. Interaction with an external

field

The experimental scenario that is simulated, is the interaction between atomic

hydrogen and a super-strong laser pulse. The number of photons in the pulse

is so high that the interaction can justifiably be described by classical electro-

magnetism. In this description, the electromagnetic pulse may be represented

by its vector potential A. As is well known, there exists a freedom in choos-

ing the gauge for the vector potential, and in this thesis the so called Coulomb

gauge, i.e ∇ ·A = 0, is chosen.

3.1 Interaction in general

The mathematical formulation of the laser-matter interaction is related to all

operators1 in the Hamiltonian that depend on the vector potential A. The ex-

ternal laser pulse can be introduced into the equations of motion by the substi-

tution p→ p−qA [18], also known as minimal coupling;

Hnrel =
(p+ eA)2

2m
− e2

4πε0r
=

p2

2m
− e2

4πε0r
+

e
m

p ·A+
e2

2m
A2, (3.1)

while the relativistic Hamiltonian is:

Hrel = cααα · (p+ eA)− e2

4πε0r
I4 +mc2βββ = cααα ·p− e2

4πε0r
I4 +mc2βββ + cααα ·A.

(3.2)

Note that Eq. (3.1) assumes p ·A = A ·p, which indeed is valid in Coulomb

gauge.

Since we are working in the eigenbasis of the field free Hamiltonian, the inter-

action within the simulation space is defined by the matrix elements of opera-

tors containing A;

1From now on, if an object clearly is an operator, the hat is omitted.
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HIHIHIab(nrel) =
e
m
〈Φa|p ·A+

e
2

A2|Φb〉 , (3.3)

HIHIHIab(rel) = ce〈Φ̃a|ααα ·A|Φ̃b〉 , (3.4)

which can be evaluated once the pulse shape is known.

3.2 Choosing a pulse

A common choice is the sine-squared pulse:

A(ωt−k · r) = E0

ω
sin2

(
π(ωt−k · r)

ωT

)
sin(ωt−k · r+φ) û (3.5)

where ω is the central frequency of the pulse, k the wave vector with k = ω
c ,

φ a relative phase, T the total pulse length in time and û the direction of the

vector field.

In addition to the Coulomb gauge restriction from the previous section, in this

work the following restrictions are imposed;

- The electric field is linearly polarized in one direction, say ẑ,

- The laser pulse propagates along a spatial dimension perpendicular to

ẑ, say x̂.

These choices give the pulse;

A(ωt− kx) =
E0

ω
sin2

(
π(ωt− kx)

ωT

)
sin(ωt− kx+φ) ẑ, (3.6)

which can now be used to compute the interaction matrix elements. Using the

exact form of Eq. (3.6) in the eigenbasis of H is very demanding due to the

spatial dependence in the trigonometric functions. It is however possible to

numerically account for the spatial dependence to a desired convergence level

through appropriate approximative methods.

3.3 Spatial dependence of the pulse

As argued for in the former chapter, the key point in a numerical implemen-

tation is to identify what approximations may be applied while still capturing

the relevant physics. For instance, the spatial term:

kx =
ω
c

x (3.7)
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can normally be regarded as small for a range of values of k and typical in-

teraction distances x from the initial location. This is a highly relevant aspect

since it makes a huge difference in computational effort to include or exclude

the spatial dependence of the field. As a first approximation it may very well

be justified to neglect the term kx, giving:

A(ωt) =
E0

ω
sin2

(πt
T

)
sin(ωt +φ) ẑ. (3.8)

Consider an electron localized in the ground state, where 99% of the wave

function is localized within the first 5 a.u. (c.f Fig. 2.2). A pulse with ω = 1

a.u. (corresponding to an energy of 27.2 eV) has the wave number k ≈ 1/137,

giving:

kx≈ 0.036. (3.9)

Interaction with a pulse without spatial dependence is known as the electric
dipole approximation, and is widely used. Although kx≈ 0.036 may seem too

large to be neglected, results of subsequent simulations will show it holds for

moderate field strengths E0 for even larger values of ω . In order to determine

this, one must of course have a way to account for spatial dependence, which

we now turn to.

3.3.1 Series expansion

A natural way to study the effect of the term kx is to perform a series expan-

sion of Eq. (3.6). Defining η = ωt− kx, an expansion in kx is achieved by

expanding A(η) around the point η0 = ωt:

A(η)≈ A(η0)+(η−η0)
dA
dη

∣∣∣∣∣
η0

+
1

2
(η−η0)

2 d2A
dη2

∣∣∣∣∣
η0

+ . . . . (3.10)

Using:

η−η0 =−kx (3.11)

dA(η)

dη

∣∣∣∣∣
η0

=
dt
dη

dA(t)
dt

=
1

ω
dA(t)

dt
(3.12)

where A(t) carries no spatial dependence. The expansion can now be written

in terms of (x, t):

A(η)≈ A(t)−
(x

c

) dA(t)
dt

+
1

2

(x
c

)2 d2A(t)
dt2

+ . . . . (3.13)
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Each additional term in this approach provides more details of the full spatial

dependence in the pulse, which is an advantage since one can terminate the ex-

pansion when the results have converged. A disadvantage is that the expansion

is made on mathematical, rather than physical, grounds, and as such physical

intuition might be hard to apply. Another approach in which it might be easier

to do so is the method of multipole expansion.

3.3.2 Multipole expansion

In Ref. [10], the pulse was expanded in plane waves;

A(ωt−k · r) = ∑
n

aneibn(ωt−k·r), (3.14)

followed by an expansion, for each exponential, of the spatial part in spherical

harmonics (Section 10.3 of Ref. [27]):

eiak·r = 4π
∞

∑
λ=0

λ

∑
μ=−λ

iλ jλ (ankr)
(

Y λ
μ (θ ′,φ ′)

)∗
Y λ

μ (θ ,φ) (3.15)

where (θ ′,φ ′) are the angular coordinates of the wave vector k and jλ (ankr)
is a spherical bessel function of the first kind. Note here that the sum over λ
is infinite, but only a finite number of terms will give non-zero contributions1.

However, unless the number of angular symmetries included in the simulation

space is kept low, one would need to truncate the sum over λ quite early in

order to avoid an intractable problem.

Both approaches provide different possibilities to evaluate spatial effects of the

vector field. A common point is that both methods allow the matrix elements

to be computed just once and then re-used throughout the simulation together

with time-dependent coefficients.

In this thesis we explore the series expansion approach. Several studies have

successfully employed this method in the non-relativistic case [28–31] by in-

troducing a lowest order spatial correction. However, when this approach is

applied to the TDDE, severe discrepancy to the non-relativistic results are ob-

tained even far below the relativistic limit. As demonstrated in PAPER II of

this thesis, Ref. [32], this can be corrected for by adding more spatial terms in

the series expansion, a fact that will be elaborated on in Chapter 5.

1To be explored in the next section.
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In the next section we present some basic tools from angular momentum the-

ory that can be used to compute the matrix elements. When properly used,

the problem of terrible memory scaling with increasing number of interaction

terms is significantly reduced.

3.4 Spherical tensor operators and the Wigner-Eckart the-

orem

When working in the spectral basis of an atomic system it is convenient to de-

fine a set of basis operators which have known properties when acting on an-

gular momentum states. By expressing the interaction operator in this operator

basis, complicated matrix elements may readily be computed. The elements of

this basis are called spherical tensor operators.

Let j = ( jx, jy, jz) be a general angular momentum vector and define j± = jx±
i jy. Consider an operator with components of the form tk

q where q ∈ {-k, -k+
1, . . . ,k}. If this operator satisfies:[

jz, tk
q

]
= qtk

q (3.16)

[
j±, tk

q

]
= [k(k+1)−q(q±1)]1/2 tk

q±1 (3.17)

it is called a spherical tensor operator of rank k [33]. An example of compo-

nents of such an operator is;

p1
-1 =

1√
2
(px− ipy) , p1

0 = pz, p1
1 =−

1√
2
(px + ipy) , (3.18)

where px, py, pz are the components of the momentum operator.

For a spherical tensor operator, the following powerful theorem holds for com-

puting matrix elements between angular momentum states (of any kind);

〈nalama|tk
q |nblbmb〉= (-1)la−ma

(
la k lb

-ma q mb

)
〈nala||tk||nblb〉, (3.19)

which is known as the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The matrix element factorizes

into three factors: a phase factor, a term called 3j-symbol and finally a term

called reduced matrix element.
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The 3j-symbol is just a scaled Clebsch-Gordan coefficient;

(
la k lb

-ma q mb

)
= (−1)la−k−mb (2lb +1)−1/2 〈la, -ma;k,q|lb, -mb〉, (3.20)

and is non-zero if the following two conditions are met:

1. -ma +mb +q = 0,

2. |la− k| ≤ lb ≤ la + k (also known as the triangular condition).

Recall the claim that only a finite number of terms in the sum over λ in the

expansion of the exponential (Eq. (3.15)) are non-zero. The spherical harmon-

ics themselves fulfill the condition of being spherical tensor operators, so the

second condition above limits the range of λ between every pair of {la, lb}.

The reduced matrix element is independent of the projection numbers {ma,mb}
and the component q of the operator tk

q . This is extremely useful since once a

matrix element 〈nalama|tk
q |nblbmb〉 is computed, all other combinations where

at least one of the three numbers {ma,mb,q} change are known up to a scalar

factor. In the next section we will give an example of the reduction of work

this theorem can provide.

Finally, let us now turn to the last term: the reduced matrix element. Unlike the

3j-symbol, it does not have a general formula valid for all operators tk. Instead

it must be determined separately for each case. For the interested reader these

formulae are listed in Appendix D for all operators used in this thesis.

3.5 Non-relativistic matrix elements

Recall that A = (0,0,A(ωt− kx)), so the interaction operator from the Hamil-

tonian, Eq. (3.1) is:

HI(t) =
e
m

pzA(ωt− kx)+
e2

2m
A(ωt− kx)2.

If we now take the serie expansion approach of A(ωt − kx), Eq. (3.13), the

first step is the lowest order interaction in which the spatial dependence is

neglected.
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3.5.1 Dipole approximation

Consider first the dipole approximation, in which kx≈ 0. Omitting ω in A(ωt),
for brevity, we obtain;

Hdip(t) = H0 +
e
m

pzA(t)+
e2

2m
A(t)2, (3.21)

where H0 is the field-free Hamiltonian. Note here that the A(t)2 is actually

obsolete. One argument, perhaps not pointed out so often, is that a purely time

dependent operator is diagonal in a spatial basis. Hence it only shifts eigen-

values - it does not change the physics itself. Another, seemingly different,

argument is that A(t)2 can be removed by performing a gauge transformation

on the wave function itself. Such unitary transformations are often employed

to find better descriptions for the specific problem at hand, as will be shown

in Section 5.4 where a new gauge for the relativistic laser-matter interaction is

presented.

The interaction matrix elements needed from Eq. (3.21) are now:(
Hdip

)
ab =

e
m

A(t)〈nalama|pz|nblbmb〉 . (3.22)

Using Eq. (3.18) and the Wigner-Eckart theorem gives:

〈nalama|pz|nblbmb〉= (-1)la−ma

(
la 1 lb

-ma 0 mb

)
〈nala||p1||nblb〉. (3.23)

From the 3j-symbol we obtain one of the well known selection rules often

taught in introductory atomic physics courses;

i) -ma +0+mb = 0 gives that the projection number can not change.

The reduced matrix element provides a second well known rule:

ii) lb = la±1.

The selection rules tell us which angular symmetries are coupled. While there

are 2l +1 different values of ml for every value of l, the pz-operator can only

connect states with the same ml . If the initial state prior to interaction has a

specific value of ml , i.e ml = 0, there is no need to include ml �= 0 in the basis.

Let lmax be the maximum orbital angular momentum included in the simulation

space. If only one value of ml is included, the number of elements in the basis

scale as lmax +1. However, if all ml values are included it scales as (lmax +1)2

which makes a huge difference in computational effort. This is the case when

operators with non-zero q-components are present, as in the next section.
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3.5.2 Beyond the dipole approximation

We now seek the lowest order spatial contributions to the interaction. Including

the first spatial term from the series expansion Eq. (3.13) gives1:

HI(t) =
e
m

A(t)pz− e
mc

dA(t)
dt

xpz− e
mc

A(t)
dA(t)

dt
x+

1

2m

(
e
c

dA(t)
dt

)2

x2.

(3.24)

Note that three new operators entered into the interaction Hamiltonian. A ques-

tion now arises: are all these operators of the same order in interaction, which

is what we are really interested in. In particular, note that the last term in

Eq. (3.24) is of the same order as the next, quadratic, spatial term in the series

expansion of A(η). In relation to this, Ref. [31] gives compelling arguments

for a first and second order beyond dipole approximation (BYD)2 Hamiltoni-

ans of the following forms;

HBYD1(t) = H0 +
e
m

A(t)pz− e
mc

A(t)
dA(t)

dt
x, (3.25)

HBYD2(t) =H0 +
e
m

A(t)pz− e
mc

A(t)
dA(t)

dt
x−

e
mc

dA(t)
dt

xpz +
e2

2mc2

[(
dA(t)

dt

)2

+A(t)
d2A(t)

dt2

]
x2. (3.26)

The authors pointed out that the two terms in the square bracket individually

carry large effects but put together cancel out to a large extent. This is a point

that will be referred back to in Section 5.3.1 when important insights regarding

the TDDE are discussed.

Of course, the first and second order Hamiltonians as defined above are

not always the only suitable choice. For instance, one can commonly find

corrections to be grouped into powers of 1/c, as in the work by Dondera

and Bachau [34]. Notably, the latter considered photon energies in the range

ω = 200− 3000 eV while Ref. [31] considered ω = 95 eV, which very well

might have an effect on which approximation is more appropriate.

In this work, the same photon energy as Ref. [31] is considered and hence

the definitions in Eqs. (3.25,3.26) are chosen. Furthermore, the authors of

Ref. [31] report negligible difference between HBYD1 and HBYD2 for field strengths

which to a large extent overlap with the range considered in this thesis. Hence,

1Omitting the unimportant A2(t) term.
2Note that the authors use the abbreviation "ND1,ND2", i.e. non-dipole 1,2. BYD is an

abbreviation consistent with the work in this thesis.
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the non-relativistic beyond dipole Hamiltonian is restricted to Eq. (3.25). The

new matrix elements to compute are thus for the x operator, which can be ex-

pressed in spherical harmonics of rank 1:

x = r ·
√

2π
3

(
Y 1

-1−Y 1
1

)
. (3.27)

Applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem to this gives:

〈nalama|x|nblbmb〉=
√

2π
3
· (-1)la−ma

[(
la 1 lb

-ma -1 mb

)
−

(
la 1 lb

-ma 1 mb

)]
〈nala||rY1||nblb〉 .

(3.28)

A demonstration of the power behind the theorem is now in order. For the

matrix elements between lb = 49 and la = 50, there are a total of 200 non-zero

interaction matrices to be built. The theorem states that all these 200 matrices

can be represented by just one matrix, which will be called a "radial" matrix

(soon to be explained), and build the rest by multiplication of pure "angular"

scalars. This not only reduces the work to construct and store the elements

but can also be exploited to boost computational throughput in matrix-vector

multiplications, to be elaborated on in the next chapter.

From the inner product, one obtains;

〈nalama|rY 1
1 |nblbmb〉=

∫
r
P∗nala r Pnblbdr

∫
Ω

(
Y la

ma

)∗
Y 1

1 Y lb
mb

dΩ,

= Fnanb(r) · 〈lama|Y 1
1 |lbmb〉 , (3.29)

where the purely radial integral is denoted by Fnanb(r). Comparing this to

Eq. (3.28) gives;

〈nala||rY1||nblb〉= Fnanb(r) · 〈la||Y1||lb〉 , (3.30)

which then form the matrix elements of the "radial" matrix that was previ-

ously mentioned. The dimension of this matrix is determined by the number

of B-spline functions used, which typically is 500 in this thesis for the non-

relativistic case. As mentioned in Appendix C.1, this means that we have 500

eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues per angular symmetry inside our

simulation space.
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3.6 Relativistic matrix elements

The relativistic interaction operator was given in Eq. (3.2):

HI(t) = ceααα ·A.

Recall the definition of ααα:

ααα i =

(
02 σi

σi 02

)
, σx =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 -i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0

0 -1

)
.

It should come as no surprise that combinations of the Pauli matrices can form

components of a spherical tensor operator. Such an operator of rank 1 can be

formed by the three components σ1
±1 = σx± iσy and σ1

0 = σz. Unlike the non-

relativistic Hamiltonian, the relativistic version within and beyond the dipole

approximation can be written in the same way:

Hrel(t) = ceαααz ·
N

∑
n=0

(−kx)n 1

n!

dnA(t)
dtn . (3.31)

Due to the presence of spin, the matrix elements are more complicated than in

the previous cases encountered. A positive feature however is that the compu-

tation can be generalized to any desired order N, which will now be shown.

3.6.1 Coupling of tensor operators

A product of two spherical harmonics can always be expressed as a linear

combination of other spherical harmonics. Thus, any order n of xn will be a

combination of spherical harmonics. The interaction operator will therefore

consist of tensor products of the form:(
02 σ1

0 rγY λ
μ

σ1
0 rγY λ

μ 02

)
. (3.32)

Evaluated in the relativistic spectral basis;

ψnκ jm j(r) =
1

r

(
Pnκ(r)Xκ jm j

iQnκ(r)X-κ jm j ,

)
these now take on the form:

〈naκa jama|αααzrγY λ
μ |nbκb jbmb〉=

i
∫

r

[
P∗naκa

(r)rγQnbκb(r)〈κa jama|σ1
0Y λ

μ |-κb jbmb〉− (3.33)

Q∗naκa
(r)rγPnbκb(r)〈-κa jama|σ1

0Y λ
μ |κb jbmb〉dr

]
.
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The radial integrals are of the same type as in the non-relativistic case, but

an important distinction is that there are now two of them. Since the radial

components differ, the total matrix element in Eq. (3.33) can not in general

be factorized, but the two terms considered separately can. For the continued

discussion, consider now one of these terms.

The spin-angular part consists of a tensor product with one tensor act-

ing in spin space and the other acting in the orbital angular momentum space.

Since the eigenstates are expressed in the total angular momentum j, it is how-

ever more convenient to couple these two operators together so that the result-

ing combined operator acts in j-space.

To couple two spherical tensor operators together one may use1;

σ1
0Y λ

μ =
λ+1

∑
K=|λ−1|

〈10;λ μ|KQ〉
{

σσσ1Yλ
}K

Q
, Q =−μ

which is the same transformation rule as for coupling regular angular momenta

together. The spin-angular part may thus be expressed as2:

〈κ jm|σ1
0Y λ

μ |κ ′ j′m′〉=
λ+1

∑
K=|λ−1|

〈10;λ μ|KQ〉〈κ jm|
{

σσσ1Yλ
}K

Q
|κ ′ j′m′〉 ,

=
λ+1

∑
K=|λ−1|

(-1)λ−1−Q√2K +1

(
1 λ K
0 μ -μ

)

· 〈κ jm|
{

σσσ1Yλ
}K

Q
|κ ′ j′m′〉 . (3.34)

The Wigner-Eckart theorem gives:

〈κ jm|
{

σσσ1Yλ
}K

Q
|κ ′ j′m′〉= (-1) j−m

(
j K j′

-m Q m′

)
· 〈 j||

{
σσσ1Yλ

}K
|| j′〉 . (3.35)

Lastly, the reduced matrix element of the combined operator is (see Eq. (4.21)
in Ref. [33]):

〈 j||
{

σσσ 1Yλ
}K
|| j′〉=

√
(2 j+1)(2K +1)(2 j′+1)

· 〈s||σσσ1||s′〉〈l||Yλ ||l′〉
⎧⎨
⎩

l l′ 1

s s′ λ
j j′ K

⎫⎬
⎭ . (3.36)

1See for instance Eq. (2.95) in Ref. [33], which is the inverted relation.
2To tidy up, the indices are temporarily replaced.
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In the last expression a so called 9 j-symbol has appeared, which can be evalu-

ated as a sum of products of 3 j-symbols (see Eq. (3.71) in Ref. [33]).

From an implementation point of view, the last lines form the basic machinery

for computing beyond dipole interaction matrix elements to any order. One

only needs to express each power of x in spherical harmonics1 and then con-

struct a wrapper that handles the logistical bookkeeping. As will be shown in

the next chapter, this saves a tremendous amount of work and combined with

a hybrid parallelization strategy, high computational throughput is achievable.

1See Appendix E for the five first orders.
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4. Propagation

This chapter introduces the basics of the employed methods to solve the equa-

tions of motion.

4.1 Time evolution operator

We may rewrite the equations of motion using a Magnus expansion [35]. The

first step is to make the ansatz;

|Ψ(t1)〉= e−iΩ(t1) |Ψ(t0)〉 , (4.1)

where Ω(t) in our case depends on H(t). As presented by Hochbruck and

Lubich [36], this approach is efficient for solving the TDSE, and unlike many

other integrators, the introduced error does not depend on higher order time

derivatives of the solution.

From Eq. (2.6) in Ref. [36], one finds the analytical form;

Ω(t) =
∫ t

0
H(τ)dτ− 1

2

∫ t

0

[∫ τ

0
H(σ)dσ ,H(τ)

]
dτ + · · · , (4.2)

where the subsequent terms involve increasingly nested commutators. This can

be approximated with different levels of accuracy, with the first three being;

Ω(t0)≈ H (t0)Δt,

Ω(t0)≈ H (t0 +Δt/2)Δt,

Ω(t0)≈ (H1 +H2)
Δt
2
+

√
3

12
[H2,H1] (Δt)2 . (4.3)

where H1 =H(t0+(1/2−√3/6)Δt) and H2 =H(t0+(1/2+
√

3/6)Δt). These

approximated propagators are accurate to an accumulated (during total inter-

action) error of Δt, (Δt)2 and (Δt)4, respectively. While the fourth order prop-

agator admits larger step size, commutators can be quite expensive to evaluate

and as such it is sometimes more feasible to use the second order propagator

with a smaller step size.
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There also exist commutator free versions of higher order propagators [37]

that have actually been implemented in the developed software for this the-

sis. Although promising preliminary results were obtained, time did not ad-

mit a thorough investigation on their efficiency. Therefore, the simulations in

this thesis have all been performed with a small enough time step (explicitly

tested) for the second order propagator to converge. In connection to this, it

is also worth mentioning that one advantage in using a pseudo-spectral basis

is that high-energy basis elements, which often occur in discretized simulation

spaces, may be filtered out from the propagation based on physical grounds,

as long as the end result is converged. This allows the user to employ a much

larger time step, as numerical instabilities associated with high-energy compo-

nents are avoided.

To summarize, the initial state of the electron is propagated in steps of Δt =
t1− t0, using:

|Ψ(t1)〉 ≈ e−iH(t0+Δt/2)·Δt |Ψ(t0)〉. (4.4)

What must now be done is to find a way to compute the action of the matrix

exponential on the state |Ψ(t0)〉.

4.2 Evaluating the matrix exponential

4.2.1 Full diagonalization

Recall that the spectral basis {|Φn(t)〉} of the Hamiltonian is complete. It is

therefore possible to express the unity operator as;

1̂ = ∑
n
|Φn(t)〉〈Φn(t)|, (4.5)

which gives;

|Ψ(t0 +Δt)〉 ≈ e−iH(t ′)·Δt 1̂ |Ψ(t0)〉 ,
≈∑

n
e−iEn(t ′)·Δt |Φn(t ′)〉〈Φn(t ′)|Ψ(t0)〉 .

where t ′= t0+ Δt
2

. To obtain {|Φn(t)〉}, a diagonalization of H(t ′) is necessary.

For a double precision matrix of size (n,n), this may be feasible if n is small

enough. For n ∼ 1000, the required time is of the order of a minute, which

could be acceptable if the number of time steps is not too large. However, due

to the cubic scaling of number of operations, O(n3), diagonalization quickly

becomes unfeasible for larger matrices. The final simulation results in this the-

sis include Hilbert spaces of sizes up to n ≈ 5 · 106, which is completely out
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of the question to diagonalize. Not only would it take an immensely long time

but it is even problematic to work with such a big matrix as it occupies roughly

200TB of memory.

Luckily, it is not necessary to resolve the full matrix exponential to perform

the propagation to a given accuracy.

4.2.2 Krylov subspace method

If one does not need the full spectrum of H(t), then a Krylov subspace tech-

nique may be useful. The idea, made readily accessible in Ref. [38] together

with Ref. [39], is to approximate the action of the matrix exponential;

eH̃�x≈ pm−1(H̃)�x, (4.6)

as the action of a polynomial pm−1(H̃). This polynomial belongs to the space

spanned by:

Km = {�x, H̃�x, . . . , H̃m−1�x} (4.7)

where Km is called a Krylov space of order m. Note that most of the symbols

and indices are kept similar to the notation in Refs. [38; 39].

Using the Arnoldi algorithm outlined in Section 2.1 of Ref. [38], an orthonor-

mal basis {Vm} of Km can be constructed1. Then, one may make the following

approximation (Ref. [39]);

eH̃ ≈VmeUmV T
m , Um =V T

m H̃Vm. (4.8)

From a geometrical point of view, the matrix exponential eH̃ in the full Hilbert

space is projected onto the (much smaller) Krylov subspace spanned by the

basis {Vm}. The resulting exponential, eUm , is diagonalized inside this sub-

space. An error tolerance can be monitored by using for instance ”Er2” in

Ref. [38], and for most simulations here we choose Δt small enough such that

Er2 < 5 ·10−9 while using m ≈ 30. For such a small matrix, the diagonaliza-

tion is practically instant and the time consuming part is now dominated by

the repeated matrix-vector products needed to build {Vm}. This on the other

hand has major advantages; firstly, one may exploit sparsity of the matrix and

secondly, the procedure is easy to distribute to parallell processing units.

1There also exist alternative algorithms, such as the Lanczos algorithm.
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4.3 Optimization

To demonstrate the role of sparsity, an example is in order. Consider the basis

of the relativistic simulation space ordered in increasing (l, j,m j) (for the large
component), i.e.

|n,0, 1
2
, - 1

2
〉 , |n,0, 1

2
, 1

2
〉 , |n,1, 1

2
, - 1

2
〉 ,

|n,1, 1
2
, 1

2
〉 , |n,1, 3

2
, - 3

2
〉 , |n,1, 3

2
, - 1

2
〉 (4.9)

and so on, up to lmax = 4. The four first interaction operators then take on the

appearance in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Relativistic coupling matrices. Each colored block denotes a cou-

pling of the corresponding operator between spin-angular states. The unfilled

blocks consist of zeros, making the interaction matrices very sparse.
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Each block is an (Nrad×Nrad) submatrix with Nrad ∼ 1000, and the task is

now to perform the repeated matrix-vector multiplications in connection to

Eq. (4.8). This is done by only distributing the non-zero matrix elements (and

their coordinates) in such a way that each processing unit uses roughly the

same amount of time to perform its task. Note also that due to the localized

nature of the non-zero matrix elements, only the coordinates of one element

per block and its dimensions are needed to perform the task. Already at this

point, a lot of the previously used computational resources have been freed

since all the obsolete zero-elements are omitted. However, the optimization

does not stop just quite yet.

Recall the essence of the Wigner-Eckart theorem: all information regarding

projection numbers can be factorized from the rest of the interaction matrix

element. Consider the left figure of Fig. 4.2 showing a coupling between

each spin-angular symmetry. Each colored "total" block factorizes into a spin-

angular factor times a "radial" block. A lot of these blocks will share the same

"radial" block, as the right figure of Fig. 4.1 shows.

Figure 4.2: A comparison between the full BYD3 spin-angular couplings with

the reduced matrix elements not duplicated. The left figure can be reproduced

from the right by just multiplication of the correct angular factor for each corre-

sponding block.

To illustrate the power even further, Table 4.1 lists the number of "radial" and

"total" blocks used in one of the largest simulations were lmax = 40.

Turning now to the task of parallel distribution, consider the (10×10) square

in the lower right corner of each figure in Fig. 4.2. The 32 "total" blocks in
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Order of xn Numb. total blocks Numb. radial blocks

0 12960 318

1 50892 632

2 110640 934

3 191712 1232

4 289832 1518

5 405916 1800

Table 4.1: Number of local interaction blocks, as defined in the text, used in

one of the largest simulations. For this simulation the radial matrices are of size

(1000,1000), lmax = 40 and all projection numbers m j are retained.

the left figure can be represented by two unique "radial" blocks multiplied by

the appropriate spin-angular factors. Note that the appearance of two unique

blocks, instead of one, is explained by the discussion following Eq. (3.33).

Due to the two radial components of the relativistic wave function, the Wigner-

Eckart theorem must be applied separately on the two terms in Eq. (3.33). In

this specific case, there are 16 "total" blocks per unique "radial" block.

Since each of the 16 "total" blocks are supposed to multiply a specific

part of a vector, these segments may first be scaled by the spin-angular factor

and then put in a temporary rectangular matrix. This rectangular matrix is then

multiplied by the unique "radial" block (i.e. the reduced matrix), resulting in

efficient use of the cache memory in the processor1. To make full use of this, a

hybrid parallelization strategy is used where the geometry of the total interac-

tion matrix is divided in an irregular "mesh", with its cells distributed to several

distinct processors using MPI. The sizes of the cells contain different number

of "radial" blocks, and each processing unit now performs the previously de-

scribed local matrix-matrix multiplication using threaded routines provided by,

for instance, Intel(R) Math Kernel Library.

To minimize communication, processors sharing a certain number of

rows in H(t) are bunched into groups, and all local operations are kept in-

side this group. For instance, the basis {Vm} is distributed according to this

partitioning, and as such no process has access to the whole basis, only the

corresponding rows. Instead, each group has an assigned master process that

handles global communication with the other groups through their masters.

The total distribution, i.e. number of processes in each group, is determined

for each simulation to minimize communication overhead. To give an exam-

ple, one of the runs for a large simulation that was performed at the Abel

1Because the reduced matrix is only loaded once, instead of multiple times.
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supercomputer in Oslo, used 1536 cpu cores for two days with a measured1

overhead of 29%.

4.4 Size of the simulation space

In Section 2.1.1 the numerical implementation of the simulation space was in-

troduced and the concept of a box was discussed. This box must be chosen

such that it can contain the physical interaction without introducing artificial

effects such as reflection against its boundaries. One obvious solution is to

make the box large enough, i.e. r = Rmax large enough, such that the wave

function never reaches the boundary. This approach is however rarely accept-

able since part of the wave function may extend very far, and a larger Rmax

implies a higher computational demand. Fortunately, there are a number of

methods to keep Rmax small while avoiding numerical reflection against the

wall.

4.4.1 Absorbing techniques

When working in a spectral2 basis, one simple and often employed method is

the use of a complex absorbing potential (CAP) [40]. The idea is that beyond

a certain radius r0, an artificial complex potential is added to absorb the part of

the wave function that enters the region beyond r0, an example being:

VCAP(r) =
{ −ε (r− r0)

γ , r > r0

0, r ≤ r0
. (4.10)

The simplicity lies for instance in the fact that the CAP can be added to the

Hamiltonian H(t) without modification of the basis itself. However, it is not

free of problems - the value of r0, γ and ε need to be optimized for the specific

interaction in question. Otherwise, not only might the intruding wave function

not be properly absorbed but it might even be strongly reflected against the

CAP itself. Common arguments against the usage of CAPs are that they often

need a fairly long absorption range and that they cannot be made to absorb

a universal set of outgoing waves simultaneously. Nevertheless, given suit-

able parameters and the level of accuracy sought in this thesis, the CAP is the

method of choice for the results presented in the next chapter.

Although the employed method of restricting the box size has already

been presented, there are other more elegant methods that deserve a brief dis-

cussion.

1Using Allinea performance tools.
2Inside a simulation space it is also called pseudo-spectral.
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Another way to overcome numerical reflection at the boundary is to use com-
plex scaling. In this method, the radial coordinate is rotated by an angle θ into

the complex plane; either from r = 0, called uniform complex scaling:

r→ eiθ r (4.11)

or starting from some value r0:

r→ r0 +(r− r0)eiθ , r > r0 (4.12)

called exterior complex scaling (ECS). Since the coordinate r is scaled, the

spectrum itself is rotated into the complex plane with the pseudo-continuum

states roughly given as;

Eθ
con ≈ e−i2θ Econ, (4.13)

while the bound energies are left almost unaltered [41]. As found in Ref. [41],

a small set of rotated pseudo-continuum states can represent a large number

of unrotated pseudo-continuum states. Thus, if the problem admits the use of

complex scaling, the computational cost may be significantly reduced.

This was indeed the reason why the initial idea for this thesis was to use

complex scaling for both the TDSE and TDDE problems, as done in Ref. [10].

In the end, the approach had to be abandoned due to numerical instability

appearing for super-strong laser pulses in combination with beyond dipole in-

teraction, in particular for the TDDE, when moderately large values for Rmax

were used.

Lastly, a technique that has not been investigated here but deserves to be men-

tioned is the method of perfectly matched layer [42] (PML). Ref. [43] com-

pared the efficiency of CAP, ECS and PML as absorbing regions for a reactive

scattering problem by solving the TDSE on a two-dimensional surface. The

authors concluded that, for high accuracy, PML was the preferred method of

choice.

Ref. [44] presented a comparison between ECS and PML for both TDSE

and the case of H = −i ∂
∂x . While both methods worked for the TDSE, the

authors reported that they could not formulate a version of ECS that worked

for H = −i ∂
∂x , an operator that just like the Dirac Hamiltonian is unbounded

from both above and below.

As already mentioned, for the results in this thesis the method of using a CAP

was found to be sufficient, but it would be interesting to investigate the PML

technique for TDDE in future applications.
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5. Relativistic dynamics

In this chapter, the knowledge from the previous chapters is employed in sim-

ulations of the interaction between an electron initially prepared in the ground

state of hydrogen and super-intense laser pulses. Both the TDSE and TDDE

are solved and results for the ionization probability, Pion will be the main ob-

servable to compare. This is obtained as Pion = 1−Pbound, where Pbound is the

total population in all bound states after the interaction has taken place. Com-

parison will be made within the interaction description outlined in Chapter 3,

which is the minimal coupling description, also known as velocity gauge1 as

well as in an alternative description called propagation gauge, to be presented

in Section 5.4.

As discussed in the introduction, based on classical concepts one would

expect magnetic effects to become important when the quiver velocity ap-

proaches vquiv → 0.15c (for the parameters used here) while relativistic effects

should become important as vquiv → 0.3c. For the parameters chosen here both

these limits appear to be overestimates, while their internal ratio still holds.

5.1 Simulation parameters

The minimum size of the simulation space depends critically on the pulse pa-

rameters. Recall the shape of the pulse;

A(ωt− kx) =
E0

ω
sin2

(
π(ωt− kx)

ωT

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Envelope

Carrier︷ ︸︸ ︷
sin(ωt− kx+φ), (5.1)

where the notion of envelope and carrier has been introduced and will be elab-

orated on soon. The main results of this thesis have been obtained from simu-

lations using the following pulse parameters;

ω = 3.5 a.u., φ = 0, T = 2πNc a.u.,

Nc = 15, E0(BYD)≤ 90 a.u., E0(dip)≤ 130 a.u.
(5.2)

1Some authors argue that velocity gauge only refers to the dipole approximation given in

minimal coupling and not beyond it.
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where the extra parameter Nc quantifies the number of cycles the carrier makes

during the pulse length.

For the computational box, there are several aspects that must be considered

in order to obtain converged results. The size of the box, Rmax, must be large

enough (here chosen to be at least ten times the quiver radius) and lmax has

to be sufficiently large as well. The distance between knot points must not

only be small enough to resolve the dynamics, but it must also be chosen such

that the resulting energy spectrum of the time-independent equations produce

enough pseudo-continuum states in the appropriate energy region to represent

the real physical interaction. For instance, for the photon energy in Eq. (5.2)

there needs to be a good spread of states with energies in the vicinity of several

multiples of 3.5 a.u.. If another central frequency were considered, say ω = 55

a.u. (roughly 1.5 keV), then another combination of Rmax and dr must be used

to optimize the discrete pseudo-spectrum for that problem.

For the propagation to converge, a small enough time step dt has to be

used. In relation to this, as mentioned in the previous chapter, working in the

eigenbasis of the field-free Hamiltonian admits a filtration of the included ba-

sis elements based on physical grounds. Thus, high-energy components that

would cause unphysical numerical instability may be left out as long as con-

vergence is explicitly checked.

Table 5.1 shows the parameters used to converge the ionization yield, Pion, to

an accuracy of 0.001:

Rmax 150 a.u. CAP −0.5i(r−110.0)2

r > 110 a.u.

Numb. of B-spl. 500 (Pnrel,Prel) B-spl. order 7 (Pnrel,Prel)

501 (Qrel) 8 (Qrel)

lmax 45 Efilt 200 a.u.

dr 0.3 a.u. dt 0.001-0.004 a.u.

Table 5.1: Box parameters for converged TDSE and TDDE simulations of the

electron, initially in the ground state, interacting with pulses defined by Eq. (5.1)

and parameter values in (5.2). An equidistant knot sequence is used for all sim-

ulations. Efilt denotes the maximum energy included in the basis set and admits

roughly 57 absorbed photons throughout the simulation.
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5.2 Dipole approximation

As a first comparison between the TDSE and TDDE, interaction within the

dipole approximation is considered. The laser pulse is defined by Eq. (5.1)

and (5.2) with the peak electric field strength successively increased.

Figure 5.1 presents the converged data for simulations performed within the

dipole approximation:
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Figure 5.1: Ionization probability for an electron initially in the ground state of

hydrogen interacting with the pulse defined in Eq. (5.1) and (5.2). The blue and

red lines are the results of TDSE and TDDE within the electric dipole approxi-

mation. The vertical black lines denote the thresholds for vquiv = 0.1c (left) and

vquiv = 0.2c (right).

The blue and red lines in Fig. 5.1 show the ionization yields predicted by TDSE

and TDDE. The somewhat counterintuitive behavior of both lines, which at

first increase with E0 but then decrease from E0 ≈ 12.5−40.0 a.u., is actually

a well known phenomenon called stabilization1.

A small discrepancy between the two lines emerges at about E0≈ 75 a.u.,

or equivalently vquiv ≈ 0.16c, to produce a small shift downwards of the TDDE

1For an extensive review, see e.g Ref. [45]
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result relative to the TDSE result. It is however too early to draw any conclu-

sion on the total relativistic effect, as all spatial effects have been neglected.

The next sections are devoted to the inclusion of these.

5.3 Beyond the dipole approximation in minimal coupling

To include spatial effects, the vector field is expanded in terms of powers of x,

as in Eq. (3.13), and additional terms xn are added as convergence demands.

As discussed in Section 3.5.2, a first-order expansion used in combination with

Eq. (3.25) is a suitable choice for TDSE, i.e. we may use TDSE BYD1. How-

ever, a comparison to the same truncation in the relativistic case, TDDE BYD1,

gives the following surprising result:
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Figure 5.2: Ionization probability for an electron initially in the ground state of

hydrogen interacting with the pulse defined in Eq. (5.1) and (5.2). The simu-

lations are now complemented with one spatial term included from Eq. (3.13).

Surprisingly large discrepancy is found between the TDDE BYD1 and TDSE

BYD1 simulations which is discussed and explained in the text.

The point where the blue circles start to deviate from the blue line in Fig. 5.2

indicates where the dipole approximation is insufficient and spatial effects, i.e.
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magnetic, have become non-negligible. According to the relativistic data in

Fig. 5.2, this should appear much earlier as a function of E0. Should this result

have been converged, it would have signified large relativistic effects appearing

surprisingly early.

At first glance, there is no obvious reason why the TDDE BYD1 should

not be converged. After all, as discussed in Chapter 3, there are several non-

relativistic studies that have successfully implemented first order beyond dipole

approximations. However, adding more spatial terms from Eq. (3.13) provides

the proof that TDDE BYD1 is not converged in interaction order.
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Figure 5.3: Ionization probability for an electron initially in the ground state of

hydrogen interacting with the pulse defined in Eq. (5.1) and (5.2). The simu-

lations are complemented with up to four spatial terms from Eq. (3.13) and the

convergence behavior of TDDE is visible.

Figure 5.3 shows that the point where magnetic effects become important is

the same for TDSE and TDDE, which is about E0 ≈ 35 a.u. or equivalently:

Magnetic effects: vquiv ≈ 0.07c. (5.3)

Several interesting features of the TDDE BYD simulations are seen in Fig. 5.3.

Firstly, adding the second term to TDDE BYD1 drastically changes the re-

sult and TDDE BYD2 now shows good agreement with TDSE BYD1 up to
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E0 = 40 a.u.. Secondly, the addition of odd and even terms seem to affect

Pion in opposite directions with respect to TDSE BYD1. Lastly, the fact that

TDDE BYD4 is necessary just to reproduce the TDSE BYD1 result indicates

a profound reason for the significantly higher spatial demand in the relativistic

case.

5.3.1 Explaining the convergence behavior

To explain the bad convergence behavior of the TDDE BYD, it turns out that

a comparison between its non-relativistic limit and the TDSE is instructive.

Recall the TDSE Hamiltonian from Eq. (3.1):

Hnrel =
p2

2m
+U(r)+

e
m

p ·A+
e2A2

2m
, U(r) =−eV (r). (5.4)

In Section 3.5.2 the findings of Førre and Simonsen [31] were discussed, and

in particular it was stressed that the two terms;

1

2m
e2

c2

[(
dA(t)

dt

)2

+A(t)
d2A(t)

dt2

]
x2, (5.5)

appearing from a second-order expansion of A(η) and then put inside the dia-

magnetic A2 term are of equal importance. Thus they must either be excluded

or included simultaneously, which is a finding that turns out to be highly rele-

vant for the present discussion.

Let us now consider the TDDE in its non-relativistic limit. Writing the rela-

tivistic wave function as;

Ψ(r, t) =
(

ΨF(r, t)
ΨG(r, t)

)
, (5.6)

we can cast the equations of motion on the following form:

U(r)ΨF + cσσσ · (eA+p) ΨG = ih̄
dΨF

dt
(5.7)

cσσσ · (eA+p)ΨF +
(
U(r)−2mc2

)
ΨG = ih̄

dΨG

dt
. (5.8)

For positive energy states the following relation of the two components hold;

|ΨF | ∼ c |ΨG|,
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so a comparison with the nonrelativistic wave function should be dictated by

ΨF . Now assume that the potential energy term U(r) is negligible in compar-

ison with the mass-energy term 2mc2, and that the time variation of the small

component ΨG is modest. Eq. (5.8) then gives;

ΨG ≈ 1

2mc
σσσ · (eA+p)ΨF , (5.9)

which inserted into Eq. (5.7) becomes1:[
p2

2m
+U(r)+

e
m

p ·A+
e2A2

2m
+

eh̄
2m

σσσ ·B
]

ΨF = ih̄
dΨF

dt
. (5.10)

Apart from the spin-dependent term, the non-relativistic equation of motion

is reproduced. In particular, note that the diamagnetic A2 term is implicitly
included by the coupling of the two components ΨF ,ΨG. This now poses a

problem in connection to a truncation of the series expansion of A(η). For

instance, truncating it at the first spatial term inevitably introduces the ( dA
dt x)2

in Eq. (5.10) but not the important balancing d2A
dt2 x2 term coming from a second-

order expansion of A(η).
Not only does this explain the unproportionally bad TDDE BYD1 re-

sult, but it is also likely the source of the slow convergence in any arbitrary

beyond-dipole order. The mismatch of interaction operator orders will likely

be repeated at any level of truncation with the resulting problematic effects

pushed to appear later by each additional spatial term.

This might be thought to contradict the findings in Paper I, where the spa-

tial dependence in the carrier is neglected due to the observation that its net

effect averages out if the envelope varies much slower than the carrier. Conse-

quently, the resulting effective TDDE BYD1 Hamiltonian only contains spatial

dependence from the envelope. As shown in Paper I, this specific Hamiltonian

successfully reproduced the results by TDSE BYD1 below the relativistic re-

gion.

There is a perfectly good reason for this agreement: if the dominant spa-

tial correction is due to the envelope, which varies slowly, then the implicitly

included A2 term is dominated by the correct dA
dt x term, while the unbalanced

(dA
dt x)2 is kept very small.

Although interesting, the envelope approximation presented in Paper I can not

be expected to provide general conclusions of relativistic effects. On top of

that, it is a first-order beyond-dipole interaction that is bound to break down

1Using the identity (σσσ ·a) · (σσσ ·b) = (a ·b)+ iσσσ · (a×b).
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before strong effects of interest are found. As such, the efforts to solve the

TDDE BYD problem were continued within the description provided by min-

imal coupling even after Paper I was published.

5.3.2 Towards relativistic effects

To explore fully relativistic effects, the field strength is increased further, now

up to E0 = 90 a.u., corresponding to an intensity of I ∼ 2.8× 1020 W/cm2.

This time a fifth spatial term from the series expansion of A(η) is added to

check convergence of the relativistic results. Figure 5.4 shows the difference

between the relativistic and non-relativistic results, which amount to the purely

relativistic effects:
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Figure 5.4: Difference between TDSE and TDDE simulations. In order to show

the purely relativistic effects, the non-relativistic reference is the TDSE simula-

tion for the same order of interaction (blue line). For the TDDE dipole result,

the reference values come from the TDSE dipole simulations. For the TDDE

BYD3-5 residual data, the reference is the TDSE BYD1 simulation data. Initial

agreement is found in both descriptions with a small discrepancy at E0 = 90 a.u..

Since simulations within the dipole approximation do not include spatial ef-

fects, the TDDE dipole results are compared to the TDSE dipole results, while
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the TDDE BYD simulations have been compared to the TDSE BYD1 simula-

tion. Initially, the relativistic effect seems to primarily be described by effects

available within the dipole approximation, which for instance could be a rela-

tivistic mass correction. The onset of the effects, taking into account that the

accuracy of Pion is about 0.001, is about E0 ≈ 75 a.u. or equivalently:

Relativistic effects: vquiv ≈ 0.16c. (5.11)

At E0 = 90 a.u. the residual BYD5 result starts to deviate from the residual

dipole result. Notably, this is in slight contrast to that specific data point in Pa-

per II [32] which turned out to be not fully converged. However, no conclusion

made in the paper is cast in doubt by this fact.

In order to investigate the relativistic effect from E0 = 90 a.u. and above,

further spatial terms are needed. However, for the heaviest run performed at

the level of TDDE BYD5, the simulation already required 15000 time steps

with 1.04×1012 number of non-zero elements to account for at each step. As

this is already quite the challenge to handle, it is unlikely that large relativistic

effects will be found before the problem becomes intractable, at least for the

parameters considered here and as long as the interaction is described within

the minimal coupling. Fortunately, a more suitable interaction picture has re-

cently been presented in Paper III [46] which is the subject of the next section.

5.4 The relativistic propagation gauge

In Section 5.3.1, the slow convergence behavior of the minimal coupling TDDE

was explained. The primary source of the problem is believed to be an implicit

diamagnetic term, A2, that enters the equation of motion of the large com-

ponent through its coupling to the small component and causes a misbalance

of operators of different formal orders when a truncated spatial expansion of

A(η) is used. Thus, it might be fruitful to seek an interaction picture in which

this misbalance is minimized.

In 2016, Førre and Simonsen published an article in which the Schrödinger

Hamiltonian was presented in a generalized velocity gauge [47]. In this gauge,

also coined the propagation gauge, the diamagnetic term is replaced by a series

of terms depending on the momentum in the propagation direction, resulting in

superior numerical convergence properties. Inspired by these findings, Paper

III [46] presents a relativistic version which is even more advantegous than the

non-relativistic version.

As is well known, one may perform a gauge transformation to change the
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scalar field and the vector potential without altering the physics:

A→ A+∇ζ ,

ϕ → ϕ− ∂ζ
∂ t

. (5.12)

Applied to the Dirac Hamiltonian one finds:

H = cααα · [p+ eA(η)+ e∇ζ ]+
[
U(r)+ e

∂ζ
∂ t

]
I4 +mc2βββ . (5.13)

Following the findings of Ref. [47] we seek a new form that depends on the

classical electron momentum in the direction of the pulse propagation, pk. In

the relativistic case, as shown in Refs. [48; 49], a free classical particle that is

initially at rest will gain the momentum;

pk(η) =
mc
2

(
eA(η)

mc

)2

, (5.14)

during an interaction with the electromagnetic field given by A(η). Thus, a

suitable transformation could be given by1:

ζ (η) =−mc2

eω

∫ η

−∞
dη ′

1

2

(
eA(η ′)

mc

)2

ℵ
(
η ′

)
. (5.15)

The introduction of the additional undefined operator ℵ is related to a dis-

tinction between the relativistic and the non-relativistic version of the gauge

transformation leading to the propagation gauge formulation [47; 50]. The

propagation gauge Dirac Hamiltonian, HPG, is now:

HPG = cααα · [p+ eA(η)]+U(r)I4 +mc2β +
e2A2(η)

2m
ℵ(η)(αx− I4) . (5.16)

Performing the steps that were made to obtain Eq. (5.10), but now with the

Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.16), gives the following equation of motion in the non-

relativistic limit;[
p2

2m
+U(r)+

e
m

p ·A+
eh̄
2m

σσσ ·B+
e2

2m2c

{
A2

2
ℵ, px

}

+
e2A2

2m
− e2A2

2m

(
ℵ−ℵ2 A2

4m2c2

)]
ΨF = ih̄

dΨF

dt
, (5.17)

1Since the derivation is thoroughly described in Paper III, only the main results are pre-

sented here.
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where {A,B} denotes an anticommutator. By choosing the form of ℵ, cor-

responding to choosing gauge transformation, the problematic terms propor-

tional to A2 can be removed.

If ℵ = 1 is chosen, all terms proportional to A2 disappear and a term

proportional to A4/c2 appears. This term does of course also contribute with

problematic unbalanced terms in itself, but due to the 1/c2 factor their effect

turns out to be negligible.

As shown in Paper III, all terms trailing the anticommutator can be removed if

the following choice is made:

ℵ =
1−

√
1− ( eA

mc

)2

1
2

( eA
mc

)2
. (5.18)

One may think that this choice should be more suitable than ℵ = 1, but this

is not a matter of course. Indeed, it removes all powers n of
(
A2

)n
in the

non-relativistic limit, but this fact alone is not a guarantee that it is more ad-

vantageous than ℵ = 1 in other regimes, i.e. inside the relativistic regime.

When ℵ = 1, Eq. (5.15) becomes

ζ (η) =− c
eω

∫ η

−∞
dη ′pk(η ′), (5.19)

which gives an intuitive picture of the gauge transformation. For this rea-

son, the following sections present the propagation gauge results based on the

choice ℵ = 1.

5.4.1 The long-wavelength approximation

In the regular minimal coupling Dirac Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.2), a purely time-

dependent vector potential A(t) neglects all magnetic effects. However, the

corresponding case in the propagation gauge;

HLWA = cααα · [p+ eA(t)]+U(r)I4 +mc2βββ +
e2

2m
A2(t)αx, (5.20)

does provide magnetic effects through the additional term proportional to αx.

This approximation is named the long-wavelength approximation (LWA) since

it provides a more general interaction form than the electric dipole interaction.

Due to the transformation by Eq. (5.19), the effect from the magnetic

field on the momentum in the propagation direction, pk, is explicitly built into

the new Hamiltonian. In analogy with the findings in Refs. [47; 50], the last
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term in Eq. (5.20) could be interpreted as representing the radiation pressure

of the field accounted for by a velocity gauge-like operator acting along the

direction of the laser propagation. This interpretation is strengthened by the

fact that 〈αi〉 represents the expectation value of velocity in direction î:

ih̄〈vx〉= ih̄
d
dt
〈x〉= 〈[x,H]〉= 〈[x,cααα · ppp]〉= ih̄c〈αx〉 .

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.20) can account for the dominating effects beyond

the dipole approximation for a wide range of electromagnetic pulses. Its nu-

merical convergence properties are superior compared to the minimal coupling

TDDE BYD Hamiltonian, which Figure 5.5 shows.
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Figure 5.5: (Adapted from Ref. [46]) Kinetic energy spectrum of the emitted

photo-electron following the laser-assisted ionization of the hydrogenic ground

state, with the laser field described in (5.2) and E0 = 45 a.u.. Results obtained

with the minimal coupling Hamiltonian Eq. (3.2) with the laser field treated at

five different levels of approximations, i.e. BYD1 to BYD5, as well as the result

obtained with the propagation gauge Hamiltonian in lowest order, i.e. the LWA

in Eq. (5.20), are shown for comparison. The minimal coupling results are start-

ing to converge with BYD4, and with BYD5 there is good agreement with the

propagation gauge LWA result.

Figure 5.5 shows the photo-electron spectrum of the electron after interaction

with the same type of a laser pulse as in the previous figures, but now with a
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fixed electric field strength of E0 = 45 a.u.. The peak that is visible in Fig-

ure 5.5 corresponds to the absorption of a photon with roughly the energy

3.0 a.u., which is the difference between the central frequency of the laser,

ω = 3.5 a.u., and the ionization potential Ip ≈ −0.5 a.u. of ground state hy-

drogen.

Besides the manifestation of the physical interaction itself, two interest-

ing points from a numerical perspective are visible. Firstly, the minimal cou-

pling convergence pattern with increasing interaction order is now visible with

shifts to the left and right. Secondly, the agreement between the heaviest mini-

mal coupling simulation, the TDDE BYD5 Hamiltonian, and the lowest order
TDDE LWA propagation gauge Hamiltonian is remarkable.

Figure 5.6, shows the photo-electron distribution for the TDDE BYD5 and

TDDE LWA on a logarithmic scale and now on an extended energy grid.
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Figure 5.6: (Adapted from Ref. [46]) As Fig. 5.5, but now only with the con-

verged BYD5 minimal coupling result and LWA propagation gauge result. The

energy grid has been extended and a logarithmic scale is used for higher resolu-

tion. The peaks centered at roughly 3.0 a.u., 6.5 a.u. and 10.0 a.u. correspond to

one, two and three absorbed photons, respectively.

To illustrate the difference in computational demand, Table 5.2 shows some

key data for the parameters used for convergence in these simulations.
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TDDE BYD5 TDDE LWA

lmax 50 30

Nstates 5.13×106 1.90×106

Non-zero el. 1.64×1012 2.32×1010

Table 5.2: Some key parameters for converged simulations in Fig. 5.6.

Another interesting demonstration of the numerical convergence properties is

the evolution of the expectation value of the momentum along the propagation

direction, 〈px〉, which is shown in Figure. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: (Adapted from Ref. [46]) Expectation value of the canonical mo-

mentum in the propagation direction of the pulse. The minimal coupling TDDE

BYD1-4 are compared to the propagation gauge TDDE LWA simulation. Note

that the total pulse duration is ∼ 26.9 a.u. which is also where the prediction

within the two gauges should agree once converged results are obtained.

Just as in Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5, the convergence of the minimal coupling

Hamiltonian with respect to the interaction order is visible in Fig. 5.7. In-

terestingly enough, 〈px〉 seems to be converged already at a third-order spatial
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expansion while the photo-electron distribution in Fig. 5.5 needs at least the

fifth order expansion. Unlike the kinetic momentum

pkinetic = p−qA,

the canonical momentum is gauge dependent. This is the reason why the dif-

ferent time evolutions of 〈pk〉 in Fig. 5.7 only overlap before and after the

interaction. The smooth evolution in the propagation gauge is a direct measure

of the numerical stability in the spectral basis of the time-independent Dirac

Hamiltonian, in this case also indicated by the much lower value of lmax in

Table 5.2.

With the agreement between the propagation gauge LWA and the minimal cou-

pling BYD5 results demonstrated, it is now important to see how to go beyond

the LWA in preparation for simulations further into the relativistic regime.

5.4.2 Spatial dependence within the propagation gauge

Spatial dependence is now introduced by using the series expansion Eq. (3.13)

and keeping the first spatial term. Then, using ℵ = 1, the first order beyond

LWA (BYLWA1) Hamiltonian takes the form;

HBYLWA1 = cααα · [p+ eA(t)]+U(r)I4 +mc2βββ − eαzxωA′(t)

+
e2

2m

(
xω
c

2A(t)A′(t)− x2ω2

c2
(A′(t))2

)
I4

+
e2

2m

(
A2(t)− xω

c
2A(t)A′(t)

)
αx, (5.21)

where A′(t) indicates a time derivative of A(t). Note here that the two terms

proportional to A2 in Eq. (5.16) have been expanded differently. This has been

done in accordance with the discussion in Sec. 5.3.1, in regards to minimiz-

ing inconsistent inclusion of terms in the non-relativistic limit of the TDDE

Hamiltonian.

Figure 5.8 shows the difference between the ionization yield predicted by

TDSE BYD1 and the propagation gauge LWA and BYLWA1 results. While

the results in Fig. 5.8 might look a bit unsatisfactory, recall that the accuracy

of the ionization yield is 0.001. Within this accuracy, both TDDE LWA and

TDDE BYLWA1 seem to agree up to E0 = 90 a.u., which is the highest elec-

tric field strength considered within the minimal coupling description beyond

the dipole approximation. Even if the LWA Hamiltonian proves to fail from

E0 > 90 a.u., the number of non-zero elements in TDDE BYLWA1 is roughly
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Figure 5.8: Residual between the non-relativistic TDSE and the various rela-

tivistic TDDE results. The minimal coupling TDDE dip and TDDE BYD5 result

are the same as in Fig. 5.4. The black vertical line denotes the threshold for

vquiv = 0.2c.

4.6 times smaller than TDDE BYD5 for the same number of basis states. Thus,

to dive deeper into the relativistic regime, the propagation gauge seems to be a

highly promising alternative to the regular minimal coupling description.

5.5 Initial quantum estimates for relativistic effects

In the Introduction, initial classical estimates for magnetic and relativistic ef-

fects were presented;

(Classical) Rel. effects: vquiv ≈ 0.3c, (5.22)

(Classical) Mag. effects: vquiv ≈ 0.15c. (ω = 3.5 a.u.)

For the parameters in this thesis, the effects are seen to emerge around;

(Quantum) Rel. effects: vquiv ≈ 0.16c, (5.23)

(Quantum) Mag. effects: vquiv ≈ 0.07c.
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In this case, both classical limits overestimate the quantum mechanical values

by a factor of two. Although no conclusion can be made based only on this, it

is interesting to note that the ratio is maintained. If this is a mere coincidence

or not is left for future simulations to tell.
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6. Summary and Outlook

This thesis has presented results and insights obtained from the development of

a software that solves the TDSE and TDDE for multipole interaction between

atomic hydrogen and super-intense laser pulses. One of the major findings,

presented in Paper II, was the reason of the instability of the minimal coupling

Dirac Hamiltonian in combination with a truncated series expansion of the

vector potential A(η). The problem has been identified as an implicit inclusion

of a diamagnetic A2 term that enforces an inconsistent usage of interaction

operator orders originating from a truncated series expansion.

With this knowledge, a new interaction form coined the relativistic prop-
agation gauge was developed with highly advantageous numerical properties

demonstrated. This gauge takes the magnetic effects imposed on the electron

by the field into account in a much more efficient way than the regular mini-

mal coupling description, and shows great potential to enable simulations with

laser pulses far into the relativistic regime.

Currently, the simulations have been limited to the specific case of a 15 cycle

pulse with a sine-squared envelope and central frequency of 3.5 a.u.. The rel-

ativistic effects beyond the dipole approximation were investigated for pulses

with peak electric field strengths up to E0 = 90 a.u., corresponding to an inten-

sity of I ∼ 2.8×1020 W/cm2 and a quiver velocity of vquiv ≈ 0.19c. Emerging

relativistic effects were seen at vquiv ≈ 0.16c, which seem to reduce the ion-

ization yield somewhat, at least as an initial effect. This initial effect seems to

be accounted for within the dipole approximation, suggesting that the initial

relativistic effect is of non-spatial character, i.e. a relativistic mass correction.

The outlook from this point is very optimistic. The software is indeed ready

to take on the heavier problems inevitably associated with dynamics deeper

into the relativistic regime. It is also highly suitable for many other applica-

tions that have not yet been explored. For instance, cases where multiple laser

pulses interact with the target while propagating in different directions, such as

the case considered by Ref. [51], is highly suitable for this software. The rea-

son is the usage of spherical tensor operators as an operator basis, which can

decompose the different laser pulse components into common data structures

that can be efficiently handled.
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As a closing remark, with the program being ready for the future it should also

be said that it has not necessarily seen its final form yet. There are several new

ideas that could possibly make the software even more efficient and improve

its scalability further.
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Appendix

A Atomic units

Physical quantity Constant’s name SI-units Atomic units

Charge Electron charge 1.60 ·10-19 C 1

Mass Electron mass 9.11 ·10-31 Kg 1

Length Bohr radius, a0 5.29 ·10-11 m 1

Intensity 1/r intensity at a0 3.51 ·1020 W/m2 1

Action Reduced Planck’s const. 1.05 ·10-34 Js 1

Velocity Speed of light 3.00 ·108 m/s 1/α ≈ 137.036

Table A.1: Conversion table for physical quantities. α is the fine structure con-

stant, as it is dimensionless it has the same value in atomic units as in SI-units.

B Time-independent Schrödinger equation

For hydrogen, assuming a non-relativistic description with a point-like nucleus

of infinite mass the Hamiltonian is [52];

Ĥ0 =
p ·p
2m

− e2

4πε0r
(B.1)

where p is the canonical momentum, e the electric charge, m the electron mass,

ε0 the permittivity of free space and r the distance to the nucleus. To see that

this Hamiltonian consists of terms associated with energy, note that the last

term in Eq. (B.1) is the Coulomb potential while the first term represents the

classical kinetic energy:

Ekin =
mv2

2
=

p2

2m
(B.2)

of a particle with mass m and velocity v.

Inserting Eq. (B.1) into Eq. (2.1) gives:

ih̄
∂Ψ(r, t)

∂ t
=

[
p2

2m
− e2

4πε0r

]
Ψ(r, t) . (B.3)



which is the time-dependent Schrödinger equation without any external field.

The next section covers how to solve this equation to obtain the spectral basis

of the field-free Schrödinger Hamiltonian.

B.1 Non-relativistic spectrum and eigenfunctions

The method to find the spectrum {E} and spectral basis {Φ} of the Schrödinger

Hamiltonian is covered in most elementary textbooks and hence only the key

points from Ref. [19] are listed here.

First assume that a separation of variables with respect to spatial coordinates

and time parameter is possible:

Ψ(r, t) = Φ(r)T (t). (B.4)

Inserting this into Eq. (B.3) gives the time-independent Schrödinger equation:

EΦ(r) =
[

p2

2m
− e2

4πε0r

]
Φ(r) (B.5)

To find Φ(r) and E one now substitutes p →−ih̄∇∇∇ and assumes a separable

solution of the form:

Φ(r) =
P(r)

r
Y (θ ,φ) (B.6)

which after some basic manipulations yields the two differential equations

− h̄2

2m
d2P(r)

dr2
+

[
h̄2

2m
l(l +1)

r2
− e2

4πε0r

]
P(r) = EP(r) (B.7)

1

sin(θ)
∂

∂θ

(
sin(θ)

∂Y (θ ,φ)
∂θ

)
+

1

sin2(θ)
∂ 2Y (θ ,φ)

∂φ 2
=−l(l +1)Y (θ ,φ).

(B.8)

The angular equation B.8 has the known analytical solutions:

Y l
m(θ ,φ) = b

[
2l +1

4π
(l−|m|)!
(l + |m|)!

]1/2

eimφ Pl
m(cos(θ)) (B.9)

called spherical harmonics, where Pl
m is known as an associated Legendre

polynomial. Here b = (-1)m if m≥ 0 and b = 1 else, l is a non-negative integer

called orbital angular momentum and m is an integer ranging from −l to l.



Solving the radial equation B.7 provides both the allowed eigenvalues and ra-

dial eigenfunctions. The eigenvalues can be divided into two sets, one discrete

set with only negative values E < 0 and one continuous set of positive values

E ≥ 0.

For E < 0, corresponding to bound states, a discrete set of solutions exist:

En =−
[

m
2h̄2

(
e2

4πε0

)2
]

1

n2
, n = 1,2,3, . . . (B.10)

Pnl(r) =

[(
2

na

)3 (n− l−1)!

2n((n+1)!)3

]1/2

e−r/na
(

2r
na

)l

L2l+1
n−l−1(2r/na) (B.11)

where l is the previously encountered orbital angular momentum, a = 4πε0h̄2

me2

and the last term in Eq. (B.11) is an associated Laguerre polynomial.

In the case of positive values E > 0, corresponding to continuum states, Eq. (B.7)

admits a continuous set of values. For a derivation of these eigenfunctions, the

reader is referred to Section 1.3.2 in Ref. [53]

C B-splines

B-splines are piecewise polynomials of order k− 1, locally confined between

points defined on the radial axis. For a non-decreasing sequence of points

{r0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ,rN} from r = 0 up to r = Rmax, the B-splines are generated

between each point according to the recursion formula:

B1
j = 1 if r j ≤ r ≤ r j+1, else B1

j = 0 (C.12)

Bk
j =

r− r j

r j+k−1− r j
Bk−1

j (r)+
r j+k− r

r j+k− r j+1
Bk−1

j+1(r) (C.13)

for the j-th interval. Some properties that are worth highlighting are:

- The points can be distributed in any fashion as long as r j+1 ≥ r j.

- A B-spline of order k is confined between k+1 points. Hence the total

number of B-splines NB is of the form NB = Nint + k where Nint is the

number of intervals.





C.1 The radial function expressed in B-splines

To compute the numerical solution Pnl(r) of Eq. (B.7), the expansion in Eq. (2.6)

is inserted into Eq. (B.7). Using atomic units and omitting radial arguments

for brevity one obtains:[
−1

2

d2

dr2
+

l(l +1)

2r2
− 1

r

]
∑

i
ciBk

i = E ∑
i

ciBk
i (C.14)

Multiplication by Bk
j and integration give:

∑
i

ci

∫ [
−1

2
Bk

j
d2Bk

i
dr2

+

(
l(l +1)

2r2
− 1

r

)
Bk

jB
k
i

]
dr = E ∑

i
ci

∫
Bk

jB
k
i dr (C.15)

Denoting the integral on the left as Hji and right as B ji this equation is now on

the form:

∑
i

ciHji = E ∑
i

ciB ji (C.16)

Note that each side of this equation can be expressed as the dot product of two

vectors:
�HT

j ·�c = E�BT
j ·�c (C.17)

where �HT
j ,�B

T
j are row vectors and �c is a column vector. Since there is one

equation of this sort for each index j the collection of these can be summarized

in a matrix equation:

H ·�c = EB ·�c (C.18)

with matrix elements:

Hji =
∫ [
−1

2
Bk

j
d2Bk

i
dr2

+

(
l(l +1)

2r2
− 1

r

)
Bk

jB
k
i

]
dr (C.19)

B ji =
∫

Bk
jB

k
i dr. (C.20)

Since B-splines are polynomials, the integrals can be computed exactly to ma-

chine accuracy using Gauss-Legendre quadrature [54]. What remains now is

to solve the (generalized) matrix eigenvalue problem in Eq. (C.18) which is

efficiently done with diagonalization routines from LAPACK [17]. The num-

ber of numerical eigenvectors obtained is directly determined by the number

of B-spline functions used.



C.2 Relativistic radial function expressed in B-splines

Just as in the non-relativistic case, each B-spline expansion of the relativistic

wave function in Eq. (2.30) is inserted into Eq. (2.28) and Eq. (2.29). Fol-

lowing similar steps as in the derivation of Eq. (C.15), the following matrix

equation is obtained: (
VVV 1 KKK12

KKK21 VVV 2

)
�d = E

(
BBB1 000

000 BBB2

)
�d (C.21)

with

�d = (a1,a2, . . . ,aNa ,b1,b2, . . . ,bNb)
T (C.22)

(Bp)i j =
∫

Bkp
i Bkp

j dr, p = 1,2 (C.23)

(V1)i j = a j

∫ (
− e2

4πε0r
+mc2

)
Bk1

i Bk1
j dr (C.24)

(V2)i j = b j

∫ (
− e2

4πε0r
−mc2

)
Bk2

i Bk2
j dr (C.25)

(K12)i j =−c ·b j

∫
Bk2

i

dBk1
j

dr
−Bk2

i Bk1
j

κ
r

dr (C.26)

(K21)i j = c ·a j

∫
Bk1

i

dBk2
j

dr
+Bk1

i Bk2
j

κ
r

dr (C.27)

D Reduced matrix elements

Orbital angular momentum (Ref. [55], eq. (5.4.3)):

〈la||l||lb〉= δa,b
√

(2lb +1)(lb +1)(lb) (D.28)

Spin angular momentum (From Ref. [55], eq. (5.4.4)):

〈1
2
||σ || 1

2
〉=

√
6 (D.29)

Spherical harmonic 1 (From Ref. [33], eq. (2.127)):

〈la||CM||lb〉= (−1)la
√

(2la +1)(2lb +1)

(
la M lb
0 0 0

)
. (D.30)

1Note that Y l
m =

√
2l+1
4π Cl

m.



From Ref. [56]:

〈nala||p||nblb〉= i〈la||C1||lb〉 · (D.31)(√
6 · 〈lb||l||lb〉

{
1 1 1

lb la lb

}
〈nala|r−1|nblb〉−〈nala| d

dr
|nblb〉

)
(D.32)

Combined spin-spherical harmonic tensor:

〈(ls) j||
{

σσσ1Yλ
}K ||(l′s′) j′〉=

√
(2 j+1)(2K +1)(2 j′+1)

·〈s||σσσ1||s′〉〈l||Yλ ||l′〉
⎧⎨
⎩

l l′ 1

s s′ λ
j j′ K

⎫⎬
⎭ . (D.33)

E Powers of x expressed in spherical harmonics

In this section we tabulate derived expressions for powers of x= r sin(θ)cos(φ),
up to fifth order, expressed in spherical harmonics.

First order:

x
r
=

1√
2

(
C1

-1−C1
1

)
(E.34)

Second order:

x2

r2
=

1√
6

(
C2

-2 +C2
2

)− 1

3
C2

0 +
1

3
C0

0 (E.35)

Third order:

x3

r3
=

1√
20

(
C3

-3−C3
3

)− √3

10

(
C3

-1−C3
1

)
+

3

5 ·√2

(
C1

-1−C1
1

)
(E.36)



Fourth order:

x4

r4
=

1√
70

(
C4

-4 +C4
4

)− 1

7

√
2

5

(
C4

-2 +C4
2

)
+

√
6

49

(
C2

-2 +C2
2

)
+

3

35
C4

0−
2

7
C2

0 +
1

5
C0

0

(E.37)

Fifth order:

x5

r5
=

1

2 ·√63
· (C5

-5−C5
5

)− √
5

18 ·√7
· (C5

-3−C5
3

)
+

√
5

9

(
C3

-3−C3
3

)

+
5

21
√

30
· (C5

-1−C5
1

)− 1

3
√

3

(
C3

-1−C3
1

)
+

9
√

2

42

(
C1

-1−C1
1

)
(E.38)

F Diagonalization vs. Krylov subspace method

Table F.2 shows early benchmark data of the Krylov subspace method com-

pared1 to the initial approach of resolving the propagator fully

Time [s] Time step [a.u] Memory

Full 3 ·106 0.25 2.0 GB

Optimized Krylov 3 ·102 0.02 40 kB

Table F.2: Comparing figures for full and Krylov implementation. The model

space here consists of 40 radial B-spline functions (Nrad) per angular symmetry

and lmax = 7. Note that the model space is very small due to the demanding

diagonalization procedure.

1Only threading has been used, i.e. no distribution using MPI.
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